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Open questions to be answered

 What is culture?

 What are interculture skills?

 A tools for intercultural understanding.

 Recommendations for contracting.



3 metapore for cultures

 Iceberg model

 Onion model

 Pyramid



Hofstede Pyramide of culture (1980)

The pyramid model: shows how a person is build up. Human nature is the most basic, and therefore the fundament 

in this pyramid. Next comes culture, with the unique personality on top.



Hofstede onion for cultures
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Edward T. Halls‘s Iceberg model of culture

A – things 
which you can 
recognise 
easily

B – things 
which take 
some time to 
recognise

C – things which you 
can recognise only 
when you are very 
familiar withthe 
culture



Culture shock

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=pmOpRU5oQaAB7M&tbnid=poLrg3Y2bfVXwM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://thegirlbehindthereddoor.com/2013/09/expatriating-culture-shock.html&ei=4iocU8ODK9CVhQeNxoGIDw&bvm=bv.62578216,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNHZy0AweekSNoZG6zxwoWf1KViHBg&ust=1394441258830128


Discussion

Intercultural dialogue is understood as an open and respectful exchange of views 

between individuals. Groups with different ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic 

backgrounds and heritage on the basis of mutual understandings and resect

(White Paper of Intercultural dialogue – Council of Europe)

Intercultural Competence is a set of cognitive, affective, and 

behavioural skills and characteristics that support effective and 

appropriate interaction in a variety of cultural context.

(Bennet, J.M. 2008)

Intercultural Competence is the ability to communicate effectively 

and appropriately in intercultural situations based on one’s 

intercultural knowledge, skills and attitudes.

(Darla K. Deardorff)

Intercultural competence enables you to interact both 

effectively and in a way that is acceptable to others when 

you are working in a group whose members have different 

cultural backgrounds. 

Aware
ness

Know
ledge

Skill

Intercultural Communication Competence is the degree to which you effectively adapt 

your verbal and nonverbal messages to the appropriate cultural context” (Neuliep, 2006, p. 

441)



Worst case scenario

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELLRR-joMsM
Germans speaking English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYmrg3owTRE
British slang vs the American

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELLRR-joMsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYmrg3owTRE


Sources of misunderstandings

What the British Say What the British 

mean

What others 

understand

16. Sorry Not used as a 

heartfelt apology, 

rather it is used to 

avoid an 

embarrassing 

situation. Saying 

sorry is like a 

national tic.

I sincerely apologize

17. How do you do? This is a formal 

greeting and not an 

invitation for 

commentary on a 

person’s quality of 

life. Don’t take 

literally and reply 

truthfully, with a list 

of ailments.

Please provide a 

rundown of your 

most recent medical.

18. Cheers Not only used when 

clinking glasses in a 

pub, but also used 

instead of “thank 

you”, and signing off 

a phone call or an 

email.

To your good health

19. It’s a bit dear A way to politely say 

something is too 

expensive

It’s slightly adorable

20. I got off with this 

fit bird

I made out with a 

good looking girl

I disembarked with 

an athletic pigeon

21. All right, darling? Informal version of 

“How do you do?”

How are you, love of 

my life?



The Passive Aggressive List

What the British Say What the British mean

22. I might join you later I’m not leaving the house today unless it’s on fire

23. Excuse me, sorry, is anyone sitting here? You have three seconds to move your bag before I end you.

24. Not to worry I will never forget this

25. Bit wet out there You’re going to need a snorkel because it’s absolutely pissing it 

down.

26. Ending an email with “Thanks” A warning that you’re perilously close to losing your temper

27. Right then, I suppose I really should start thinking about 

possibly making a move

Bye

28. It’s fine It really could not possibly get any worse, but no doubt it will do

29. Perfect Well that’s that ruined then

30. A bit of a pickle A catastrophically bad situation with potentially fatal consequences

31. Not too bad, actually I’m probably the happiest I’ve ever been

32. Honestly, it doesn’t matter Nothing has ever mattered more than this

33. You’ve caught the sun You look like you’ve been swimming in a volcano

34. That’s certainly one way of looking at it That’s certainly the wrong way of looking at it

35. If you say so I’m afraid that what you’re saying is the height of idiocy

36. With all due respect You have absolutely no idea what you’re talking about

37. Saying “you’re welcome” as quietly as possible to people that 

don’t say thank you

Used as a form of punishment

38. Meanings of “I beg your pardon” 1. I didn’t hear you

2. I apologise

3. What you’re saying is making me absolutely livid

39. It could be worse It couldn’t possibly be any worse

40. Each to their own You’re wrong, but never mind

41. Pop round anytime Please stay away from my house

42 I’m just popping out for lunch, does anyone want anything? I’m getting my own lunch now, please remain silent

43. No no, honestly, my fault It was exceedingly your fault and we both know it

44. No yeah that’s very interesting You are boring me to death

45. Just whenever you get a minute Now

46 No harm done You have caused complete and utter chaos

47. I’m sure it’ll be fine I fully expect the situation to deteriorate rapidly

48. Sorry, I think you might have dropped something You have definitely dropped that specific item



Slang



A competence model of individuals

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

MINDSET/
ATTITUDES

A familiarity with something, which can 
include facts, information, descriptions, 
acquired through experience or education. It 
can refer to the theoretical or practical 
understanding of a subject.

A learned ability;  the capacity to do 
something well.

A settled way of thinking or feeling, typically 
reflected in a person's behaviour; a (learned) 
predisposition or  tendency to respond 
positively or negatively towards a certain idea, 
object, person, or situation.



Key competences for Intercultural Skills

Openness

Flexibility

Personal autonomy

Emotional strength

(Perceptiveness)

Listening

Transparency

(Cultural understanding)

Influencing

Synergy



Stereotype



Stereotype

Nationality based

Gender based

Age based

Social based



Stereotype

Positive:

- Extremely punctual people

- Love of order

- Reliable

- very efficient and love making 

schedules

Negative:

- No small talk

- Straightforward and undiplomatic

- Unromantic nature

- Yes is a yes and a no is a no

- No sense of humour

- Cold / reserved persons

The Germans are:

Neutral:

- Loves soccer, beer, bread 

and sausages

- country of insurance 

companies

- Love rules

- Olympic-standard garbage 

sorters

- Have garden gnomes in 

gardens



Stereotype

A stereotype can be helpful; however, you must …
… remember that it is a stereotype.

… make sure it is up-to-date and based on reliable knowledge.
… modify your idea based on experience.

… remember it describes a group, not every individual.
… be sure to describe rather than evaluate.

A stereotype can be harmful because it might …
… lead you to ignore individuals.

… lead others to change their behaviour.
… be based on limited knowledge, rumour, the media or popular 

culture.
… influence what we remember.

… lead us to make false assumptions.
... not reflect the reality at all.

… be a caricature.



Beliefs, Attitudes and Behaviours

Number of people

Values, needs, 

requirements, 

expectations, groupings or 

behaviours

most people

some people



Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

1) Individualism / Collectivism
The systems of ties between people. 

2) Uncertainty avoidance
The extent to which people are threatened by the unknown (NB. this is 
different to risk).

3) Power distance
The degree to which power inequality is accepted / rejected.

4) Masculinity / Feminity
The level of distinction between gender qualities or characteristics.

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation
Concern with either the future or present and near future.

How could each variable be 
defined?



Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

1) Individualism / Collectivism

2) Uncertainty avoidance

3) Power distance

4) Masculinity / Feminity

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation

Collectivist cultures tend to have the following 

features:

Identity based on social network to which you belong

Harmony should be maintained

Communication is high context

Employer-employee relationships like a family link

Decisions on employing people take group into 

account

Management is management of groups

Relationship is more important than task

Individualist cultures tend to have the following 

features:

Identity is based on the individual

Honest people speak their mind

Communication is low context

Employer-employee relationships based on contract

Decisions to employ people take skills into account

Management is management of individuals

Task is more important than relationship



1) Individualism / Collectivism

2) Uncertainty avoidance

3) Power distance

4) Masculinity / Feminity

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation

Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

Weak uncertainty avoidance cultures tend to 

have the following features:

Uncertainty is a normal feature of life

People are comfortable in ambiguous situations

There should not be more rules than necessary

Tolerance of innovative ideas

Motivation by achievement

Strong uncertainty avoidance cultures tend 

to have the following features:

Uncertainty is a threat

People fear ambiguous situations

There is an emotional need for rules

Resistance to innovation

Motivation by security



Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

Small power distance cultures tend to have the 

following features:

People want to minimise inequality

Decentralisation is popular

There is a narrow range of salaries

Subordinates expect to be consulted

The ideal boss is a democrat

People disapprove of status

Large power distance cultures tend to have the 

following features:

Inequalities are expected and welcomed

Centralisation is popular

There is a wide range of salaries

The ideal boss is an autocrat

Privileges for managers are expected

1) Individualism / Collectivism

2) Uncertainty avoidance

3) Power distance

4) Masculinity / Feminity

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation



Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

Feminine cultures tend to have the following 

features:

Caring for others is a dominant value

Relationships are important

People should be modest

Both men and women deal with facts and feelings

People work to live

Managers aim for consensus

Equality, solidarity, and quality are important at work

Conflicts are solved by compromise

Masculine cultures tend to have the following 

features:

Material success is a dominant value

Things are important

Men are assertive

Women deal with feelings

People live to work

Managers are expected to be decisive

Competition and performance are important at work

Conflicts are fought out

1) Individualism / Collectivism

2) Uncertainty avoidance

3) Power distance

4) Masculinity / Feminity

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation



1) Individualism / Collectivism

2) Uncertainty avoidance

3) Power distance

4) Masculinity / Feminity

5) Long-term / Short-term orientation

Hofstede FIVE dimensions of national cultures

Long-term oriented cultures tend to have the 

following features:

Great value on long-term planning

Tradition is important

Determination to survive difficult situations

Culture of saving and investing

Business based on cash, not credit

Safety-nets

Short-term oriented cultures tend to have the 

following features:

Little focus on tradition

Focus on quick gains

Credit culture

Short periods only are planned ahead

“Change always good” attitude

May be innovative



Prerequisites for international communication

A person’s behaviour / actions in an interaction are the result of the interplay of three 

factors:

context

action

personculture

Therefore, to communicate 

internationally, we must 

have these skills and 

competences:

- interpersonal

- intercultural 

- functional

- linguistic



Multiple Intelligences (Gardner)

1) logical-mathematical: loves numbers, logic, systems.

2) linguistic: loves words, verbal expressions, figurative 

language, reading.

3) musical: loves music and rhythm.

4) visual-spatial: loves images, pictures, designs, doodles.

5) bodily-kinaesthetic: loves dancing, movement.

6) interpersonal: loves people and communication.

7) intrapersonal: loves being alone, meditation, reflection.



Definition of communication objectives

SMART -specific, measurable, agreed, realistic, timely

SMARTER -specific , measurable, agreed, realistic, time-bound, 
ethical / evaluated / enjoyable, recorded

PURE -positive, understood, relevant, ethical

CLEAR-challenging, legal, environmental, appropriate, recorded



Communicating Objectively

What do you see?

What do you know?

What do you understand?



Tool 1 - DIE

DIE analysis relates to both objectivity and communication:

D Describe First we collect information by 

seeing or hearing what is happening 

(or what has happened).

I Interpret Then we make a judgement about 

the meaning of what we can see or hear.

E Evaluate Finally, we feel something about 

what we hear or see and have an 

emotional reaction.



Tool – DIE analysis



Tool – DIE analysis

Use DIE to analyse input. Apply the three stages:

1) Describe what you see / saw or hear / heard. Be neutral and exact, giving details.

Be objective (look at facts) not subjective (feelings or opinions).

2) Now interpret what you have seen. Your interpretation includes both your opinion of

the meaning of - and what motivates - the behaviour or action you see. The motivation

will be culture, personality or context.

3) Finally, evaluate the image, event, action or

sound. Your evaluation is an emotional judgement

about what you see or hear. Is the situation ‘good’ or

‘bad’, ‘right’ or ‘wrong’? What do you feel about it?

Do you ‘like’ what you see / hear or not?



DIE case analysis BNPT organisation / projects

 Description of intercultural challenges (not the scientific and 

technical challenges)

 Interpretation of sources for misunderstandings

(language, intercultural, interpersonal inter institutional differences)

 Evaluation (methodes to improve cooperation and avoid 

misnderstandings) 



Cluster managers
Lead partner

Characterisation by institutional status

Universities
- High power distance
- low uncertainty avoidance index
- very long term orientation
- (high power)

Non-university institutes
- High power distance (lower than uni)
- middle uncertainty avoidance index
- long term orientation
- (middle power)

Non- governmental organisations
- low power distance
- middle uncertainty avoidance index
- mid term orientation
- (low power)

Characterisation across types of partners (Hofstede)

SME’s
- low power distance
- high uncertainty 
avoidance index
- short term orientation
- (low power)

Large industry
- often high power distance
- low uncertainty avoidance 
index
- mid term orientation
- (very high power)

Public institutions
- very high power distance
- very low uncertainty avoidance index
- very long term orientation
- (high power possible but not used)



Characterisation by region

Project, WP 
and task 
manager

Scandinavian countries
- low power distance
- low uncertainty avoidance index
- different individualism
- feminine culture
- long-term orientation

Germany / Poland
- high power distance
- middle uncertainty avoidance index
- more individualism
- more masculine culture
- long-term orientation

South East European countries
- high power distance
- high uncertainty avoidance index
- more collectivism
- masculine culture
- short-term orientation

South  West European countries
- high power distance
- high uncertainty avoidance index
- more individualism
- more masculin culture
- short-term orientation



Interpretation

-Same project objective 

- different individual  objectives
- different expectations (profit, knowledge, 

social)
- different language skills 
- different working styles
- different time understandings
- different resources

- common communication basis required



Evaluation

-3rd part culture definition

- more socialising events at personal meetings
- using simple business language (easy and 

direct)
- short reporting of results of meetings 

1cm



Techniques for influencing people

Stress the benefits

The main benefit for you would be …

This would enable you to …

Build trust

In my experience we should …

This worked very well in my last 

project.

Be transparent

This idea has some strengths and 

obstacles.

My reason for saying this is …

Use logical arguments

The main reason behind my 

argument is …

The figures show that …

Focus on the relationship

I understand your feelings.

You know me well, so …

Be strong (and confident)

There is no other solution.

I have no doubt that …

I am very confident that …

Look to the future

My vision is …

This is what we can achieve.

Show optimism

I’m very optimistic about this, 

because …

The best case scenario is that we 

can ….



Contracting

- Use templates of the program (H2020, 
Interreg, national,…)

- Only change required area
- Be neutral (same rules for all)
- Avoid over regulations
- Be open for additional regulations e.g. 

separate IPR contract …
- Discuss the requirements in an open 

atmosphere / after trust building



Thank you for your attention
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